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(57) ABSTRACT 
Improved methods and apparatus for completing a subter 
ranean Zone penetrated by a Wellbore are provided. The 
improved methods basically comprise the steps of placing a 
sand screen (e.g., screens, screened pipes, perforated liners, 
prepacked screens, etc.) in the Wellbore adjacent the Zone to 
be completed, positioning an alternate ?oWpath comprised 
of a plurality of blank (non-perforated) tube segments Which 
are open at both ends in the annulus betWeen the sand screen 
and the Wellbore, isolating the annulus betWeen the screen 
and the Wellbore in the Zone, and injecting particulate 
material into the annulus betWeen the sand screen and the 
Wellbore and into the Zone, Whereby the particulate material 
is uniformly packed into the annulus betWeen the sand 
screen and the Zone. The multiple ?oW paths are provided 
via a series of blank tubes (Without intermediate openings) 
With each tube extending only a portion of the length of the 
Zone to be completed. The permeable pack of particulate 
material formed prevents the migration of formation ?nes 
and sand With ?uids produced into the Wellbore from the 
unconsolidated Zone. If desired, a protective shroud com 
prised of a perforated liner can be concentrically mounted 
over the sand screen and the associated multiple ?oWpaths 
(e.g., blank tube segments) to protect and centralize the 
screen. The method is also applicable to placing gravel 
packs in a cased and perforated Well drilled in the Zone. 
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METHODS AND APPARATUS FOR GRAVEL 
PACKING OR FRAC PACKING WELLS 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

[0001] Not applicable 

STATEMENT REGARDING FEDERALLY 
SPONSORED RESEARCH OR DEVELOPMENT 

[0002] Not applicable 

REFERENCE TO MICROFICHE APPENDIX 

[0003] Not applicable 

[0004] 1. Technical Field 

[0005] This invention relates to improved methods and 
apparatus for completing Wells, and more particularly, to 
improved methods and apparatus for gravel packing or frac 
packing by providing multiple ?oW paths for slurry ?oW via 
blank (nonperforated) tube segments in the Well annulus. 

[0006] 2. Background of the Invention 

[0007] The production of hydrocarbons from unconsoli 
dated or poorly consolidated formations may result in the 
production of sand along With the hydrocarbons. The pres 
ence of formation ?nes and sand is disadvantageous and 
undesirable in that the particles abrade pumping and other 
producing equipment and reduce the ?uid production capa 
bilities of the producing Zones in the Wells. 

[0008] Particulate material (e.g., sand) may be present due 
to the nature of a subterranean formation and/or as a result 
of Well stimulation treatments Wherein proppant is intro 
duced into a subterranean formation. Unconsolidated sub 
terranean Zones may be stimulated by creating fractures in 
the Zones and depositing particulate proppant material in the 
fractures to maintain them in open positions. 

[0009] Gravel packs With sand screens and the like have 
commonly been installed in Wellbores penetrating uncon 
solidated Zones to control sand production from a Well. The 
gravel packs serve as ?lters and help to assure that ?nes and 
sand do not migrate With produced ?uids into the Wellbore. 

[0010] Cased-hole gravel packing requires that the perfo 
rations or fractures extending past any near-Wellbore dam 
age as Well as the annular area betWeen the outside diameter 
(OD) of the screen and the inside diameter (ID) of the casing 
be tightly packed With gravel. See Brochure: “Sand Control 
Applications,” by Halliburton Energy Services Inc., Which is 
incorporated herein by reference for all purposes. The open 
hole gravel-pack completion process requires only that the 
gravel be tightly packed in the annulus betWeen the OD of 
the screen and the openhole. 

[0011] Several techniques to improve external gravel-pack 
placement, either With or Without fracture stimulation, have 
been devised. These improved techniques can be performed 
either With the gravel-pack screen and other doWnhole 
equipment in place or before the screen is placed across the 
perforations. The preferred packing methods are either 1) 
prepacking or 2) placing the external pack With screens in 
place, combined With some sort of stimulation (acid-pre 
pack), or With fracturing or acidiZing. The “acid-prepack” 
method is a combination stimulation and sand control pro 
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cedure for external gravel-pack placement (packing the 
perforations With gravel). Alternating stages of acid and 
gravel slurry are pumped during the treatment. The perfo 
rations are cleaned and then “prepacked” With pack sand. 

[0012] Combination methods combine technologies of 
both chemical consolidation and mechanical sand-control. 
Sand control by chemical consolidation involves the process 
of injecting chemicals into the naturally unconsolidated 
formation to provide grain-to-grain cementation. Sand con 
trol by resin-coated gravel involves placing a resin-coated 
gravel in the perforation tunnels. Resin-coated gravel is 
typically pumped as a gel/gravel slurry. Once the resin 
coated gravel is in place, the resin sets up to form a 
consolidated gravel ?lter, thereby removing the need for a 
screen to hold the gravel in place. The proppant pumped in 
a frac treatment may be consolidated into a solid (but 
permeable) mass to prevent proppant-?oW back Without a 
mechanical screen and to prevent formation sand produc 
tion. US. Pat. No. 5,775,425, Which is incorporated herein 
by reference for all purposes, discloses an improved method 
for controlling ?ne particulates produced during a stimula 
tion treatment, including the steps of providing a ?uid 
suspension including a mixture of a particulate coated With 
a tackifying compound and pumping the suspension into a 
formation and depositing the mixture Within the formation. 

[0013] A combined fracturing and gravel-packing opera 
tion involves pumping gravel or proppant into the perfora 
tions at rates and pressures that exceed the parting pressure 
of the formation. The fracture provides stimulation and 
enhances the effectiveness of the gravel-pack operation in 
eliminating sand production. The fracturing operation pro 
duces some “restressing” of the formation, Which tends to 
reduce sanding tendencies. See Brochure: “STIMPAC Ser 
vice Brochure,” by Schlumberger Limited, Which is incor 
porated herein by reference for all purposes. The high 
pressures used during fracturing ensure leakoff into all 
perforations, including those not connected to the fracture, 
packing them thoroughly. Fracturing and gravel packing can 
be combined as a single operation While a screen is in the 
Well. 

[0014] “Fracpacking” (also referred to as “HPF,” for high 
permeability fracturing) uses the tip-screenout (TSO) 
design, Which creates a Wide, very high sand concentration 
propped fracture at the Wellbore. See M. Economides, L. 
Watters & S. Dunn-Norman, Petroleum Well Construction, 
at 537-42 (1998), Which is incorporated herein by reference 
for all purposes. The TSO occurs When sufficient proppant 
has concentrated at the leading edge of the fracture to 
prevent further fracture extension. Once fracture groWth has 
been arrested (assuming the pump rate is larger than the rate 
of leakoff to the formation), continued pumping Will in?ate 
the fracture (increase fracture Width). The result is short but 
exceptionally Wide fractures. The fracpack can be performed 
either With a screen and gravel-pack packer in place or in 
open casing using a squeeZe packer. Synthetic proppants are 
frequently used for fracpacks since they are more resistant to 
crushing and have higher permeability under high con?ning 
stress. 

[0015] In a typical gravel pack completion, a screen con 
sisting of screen units, Which are connected together, is 
placed in the Wellbore Within the Zone to be completed. The 
screen is typically connected to a tool having a packer and 
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a crossover. The tool is in turn connected to a Work or 

production string. A particulate material, usually graded 
sand (often referred to in the art as gravel) is pumped in a 
slurry doWn the Work or production string and through the 
crossover Whereby it ?oWs into the annulus betWeen the 
screen and the Wellbore. The liquid forming the slurry leaks 
off into the subterranean Zone and/or through a screen siZed 
to prevent the sand in the slurry from ?oWing there through. 
As a result, the sand is deposited in the annulus around the 
screen Whereby it forms a gravel pack. The siZe of the sand 
in the gravel pack is selected such that it prevents formation 
?nes and sand from ?oWing into the Wellbore With produced 
?uids. 

[0016] Circulation packing (sometimes called “conven 
tional” gravel-packing) begins at the bottom of the screen 
and packs upWard along the length of the screen. Gravel is 
transported into the annulus betWeen the screen and casing 
(or the screen and the open hole) Where it is packed into 
position from the bottom of the completion interval upWard. 
The transport ?uid then returns to the annulus through the 
Washpipe inside the screen that is connected to the Work 
string. 

[0017] HoriZontal gravel packs can be placed in open or 
cased hole completions of varying lengths. The alpha/beta 
Wave approach has been used extensively for gravel packing 
horiZontal Wells. This method is a tWo-step procedure, 
Which includes an alpha Wave sand deposition in one 
direction and a beta Wave sand deposition in the opposite 
direction. See M. Economides, L. Watters & S. Dunn 
Norman, Petroleum Well Construction, at 533-34 (1998), 
Which is incorporated herein by reference for all purposes. 
Water-based sand slurry is pumped doWn the vertical Work 
string out the horiZontal portion of the screen-casing annu 
lus. A sand dune builds up in the borehole both in the 
forWard direction (aWay from the vertical borehole) and in 
the reverse direction (back toWard the vertical borehole). 
The sand dune ?lls the horiZontal borehold annulus to about 
50% to over 80% ?ll (the alpha sand Wave deposition). The 
leading edge of the sand dune progresses toWard the toe of 
the Wellbore until it reaches the end of the screen. Then the 
beta Wave deposition of sand in the horiZontal borehole 
begins. The sand movement in the beta deposition occurs in 
successive Waves. HoWever, this approach depends on main 
taining a very limited ?uid loss. If ?uid loss is too great, it 
Will stall Wave development, causing a bridge to form that 
prevents the annular pack from being completed. 

[0018] A problem often encountered in forming gravel 
packs, particularly gravel packs in long and/or deviated 
unconsolidated producing intervals, is the formation of sand 
bridges in the annulus betWeen the sand retainer screen and 
the casing Wall (for in-casing gravel packs) or the formation 
(for open-hole gravel packs). Non-uniform sand packing 
often occurs as a result of the loss of carrier liquid from the 
sand slurry into high permeability portions of the subterra 
nean Zone. This in turn causes the formation of sand bridges 
before all the sand has been placed. Sand bridges in the 
interval to be packed prevent placement of suf?cient sand 
beloW that bridge for top-doWn gravel packing, or above that 
bridge for bottom-up gravel packing. When the Well is 
placed on production, the How of produced ?uids is con 
centrated through the voids in the gravel pack, Which soon 
causes the screen to be eroded, and the migration of ?nes and 
sand With the produced ?uids to result. 
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[0019] The key to successful frac packs and gravel packs 
is the quantity of gravel placed in the fracture, perforations 
and casing/screen annulus. The development of bridges in 
long perforated intervals or highly deviated Wells can end 
the treatment prematurely, resulting in reduced production 
from unpacked perforations, voids in the annular gravel 
pack, and/or reduced fracture Width and conductivity. 

[0020] To prevent the formation of sand bridges and create 
uniform distribution during gravel packing, “alternate-path” 
(or “multiple-path”) Well screens using perforated “shunt 
tubes” extending along the screen have been proposed. See, 
e.g., Jones, L. G., et al.: “Alternate Path Gravel Packing,” 
SPE 22796, 1991, Which is incorporated by reference herein 
for all purposes. In these Well screens, the alternate-paths 
(e.g., perforated shunts or by-pass conduits) extend along 
the length of the screen and are in ?uid communication With 
the gravel slurry as the slurry enters the Well annulus around 
the screen. If a sand bridge forms in the annulus, the slurry 
is still free to How through the conduits and out into the 
annulus through the perforations in the shunt tubes to 
complete the ?lling of the annulus above and/or beloW the 
sand bridge. 

[0021] Shunt technology is suited for frac-packing. See L. 
Jones: “Spectacular Wells Result From Alternate Path Tech 
nology,” article reprint from Petroleum Engineer Interna 
tional, Which is incorporated by reference herein for all 
purposes. When a shunt system is placed in the squeeZe 
position, the slurry dehydrates as With any fracturing opera 
tion until the pack in the fracture builds back into the 
annulus at some high leak-off location. Then, instead of a 
sand out, the slurry bypasses the bridge through the shunts 
and ?nishes packing the doWnstream interval. The shunts 
can be used in multiple intervals isolated by packers. See 
Brochure: “Alternate Path Service Brochure,” by Schlum 
berger Limited, Which is incorporated herein for all pur 
poses. The shunts are compatible With cup-type annular 
packers. Different siZed tubes can be used for treating and 
packing different intervals. Shunts in different siZes can 
result in different ?oW rates. 

[0022] In many alternate-path Well screens, the individual 
shunt tubes are carried externally on the outer surface of the 
screen. US. Pat. No. 4,945,991, Which is incorporated 
herein by reference for all purposes, proposes a Well screen 
With perforated shunt tubes attached to the outside of a 
screen. This patent proposed attaching long, perforated 
shunt tubes to the exterior of the screen to form a continuous 
shunt path extending along the entire length of the screen, 
even When the screen Was comprised of multiple sections. 
The shunt tubes Were connected together betWeen all sec 
tional lengths of the screen, to provide a continuous ?oW 
path along the exterior of the screen sections for the gravel 
laden ?uid. (The patents and/or other references mentioned 
in the Background Section are not admitted to be “prior art” 
With respect to the present invention merely because they are 
mentioned herein). 

[0023] As explained at col. 1, ln. 66-col. 2, ln. 24 in US. 
Pat. No. 6,220,345 external shunt tubes suffer from numer 
ous disadvantages and problems. Problems With the device 
of US. Pat. No. 4,945,991 are that it is troublesome to hang 
doWn the device in the Wellbore and it is dif?cult to lift up 
the device from the Wellbore due to the danger of the screen 
sticking to the Wellbore. Besides, it is extremely difficult to 
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connect respective shunt tubes attached to the outside of the 
screen to shunt tubes attached to the outside of a following 
screen in the course of assembling the screen and loWering 
it into the Wellbore. 

[0024] Another disadvantage in mounting the shunts 
externally is that the shunts are exposed to damage during 
assembly and installation of the screen. Due to the relative 
small siZe of the alternate-path shunt tubes, it is vitally 
important that they are not crimped or otherWise damaged 
during the installation of the screen. One proposal for 
protecting these shunts is to place them inside the outer 
surface of the screen; see, e.g., U.S. Pat. Nos. 5,476,143 and 
5,515,915, Which are incorporated herein by reference for all 
purposes. HoWever, it may be more desirable from an 
economic standpoint to merely position and secure the 
by-pass conduits or shunt tubes onto the external surface of 
a commercially-available Well screen. 

[0025] Another technique proposed for protecting exter 
nally positioned shunt tubes involves concentrically mount 
ing a perforated, protective shroud over the screen and the 
associated shunt tubes. US. Pat. No. 5,934,376, Which is 
incorporated herein by reference for all purposes, discloses 
a neW method, called CAPSTM, for concentric annular pack 
screen system, basically comprising the steps of placing a 
perforated shroud With an internal sand screen disposed 
therein, in the Zone to be completed, isolating the perforated 
shroud and the Wellbore in the Zone and injecting particulate 
material into the annuli betWeen the sand screen and the 
perforated shroud and the Wellbore to thereby form packs of 
particulate material therein. The system enables the ?uid and 
sand to bypass any bridges that may form by providing 
multiple ?oW paths via the perforated shroud/screen annu 
lus. The shroud protects the screen during placement and 
prevents subsidence problems during production. 

[0026] Us. Pat. No. 5,890,533, Which is incorporated 
herein by reference for all purposes, proposes a gravel-pack, 
Well screen having a shunt tube positioned inside the base 
pipe of the screen. The shunt tube extends substantially 
throughout the length of the base pipe. Athreaded connector 
or the like is provided on either end of the length of the 
internal shunt tube to connect the adjacent lengths of shunt 
tube together. 

[0027] As mentioned, it is also difficult and time consum 
ing to make all the ?uid connections betWeen the respective 
shunt tubes Which are required in making-up a typical 
alternate-path Well screen. The use of thread joints to 
interconnect adjacent lengths or joints of screen often makes 
it difficult to circumferentially align each pair of shunt tubes 
that must be interconnected to maintain axial continuity in 
the overall shunt ?oW path. Additionally, a supplemental 
connection ?tting must be used to interconnect and opera 
tively communicate the interiors of each pair of shunt tubes 
to be connected. 

[0028] For example, the length of a typical alternate-path 
Well screen is normally substantial (e.g., 1000 feet or more) 
and is made up of a plurality of 20 foot or longer joints. Each 
joint is basically similar to the others in that they all are 
comprised of a permeable section (i.e., length of screen 
material) having a plurality of axially-extending, individual 
shunt tubes positioned thereon. In making-up or assembling 
most of these alternate-path Well screens, the desired number 
of joints are secured together by ?rst coupling the “base 
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pipes” of the screen joints together and then individually, 
?uidly connecting each of the shunt tubes on a joint to its 
respective shunt tube on the adjacent joint. Since a typical 
joint normally has a plurality of parallel, axially-extending 
shunt tubes thereon With individual connections for each 
shunt tube is required in making up the necessary ?uid 
connections betWeen the shunt tubes of any tWo adjacent 
joints thereby requiring eight different physical manipula 
tions for each joint (i.e., one at each end of each individual 

connector). 
[0029] One proposed technique for reducing both the 
number of connectors and the time required in assembling 
an alternate-path screen is contained in US. Pat. No. 5,390, 
966, Which is incorporated herein by reference for all 
purposes, and Wherein a single connector is used to make a 
?uid connection betWeen four sets of respective shunt tubes. 
This device still requires that each shunt tube be substan 
tially aligned With its respective shunt tube on an adjacent 
joint before the single connector Will function. 

[0030] US. Pat. No. 5,868,200, Which is incorporated 
herein by reference for all purposes, proposes an alterate 
path, Well screen made-up of joints and having a sleeve 
positioned betWeen the ends of adjacent joints Which acts as 
a manifold for ?uidly-connecting the alternate-paths on one 
joint With the alternate-paths on an adjacent joint. These 
sleeves surround the respective loWer and upper ends of the 
shunt tubes on adjacent screen joints, Which are to be ?uidly 
connected. The sleeves are affixed to the joints, by threads, 
Welding, etc. In some instances, a sealing means (e.g., 
O-rings or the like) may be required betWeen the sleeves and 
the joints, to prevent excessive leakage at the manifolding of 
the joints together. The alternate ?oWpaths are comprised of 
perforated conduits, Which extend longitudinally along the 
external surface of the screen. To protect the shunt tubes, a 
protective shroud is concentrically positioned about each 
screen joint. The shroud has a plurality of openings through 
the Wall thereof to provide an exit for ?uid (e.g., gravel 
slurry) to pass out of the shroud as it ?oWs out the openings 
in the shunt tubes and an entrance for ?uids into the shroud 
and through the permeable section of the screen during 
production. 

[0031] Another problem that may arise in typical alter 
nate-path Well screens is in maintaining adequate and con 
sistent ?oW of ?uid through the relatively small perforations 
(or “exit ports”) at each of the delivery points along the 
lengths of the shunt tubes. For example, the ?oW of the 
gravel-laden slurry in a gravel pack operation is substan 
tially parallel to the axis of the delivery or shunt tubes until 
the slurry reaches the respective exit ports along the length 
of a shunt tube. The ?oW must then make a “right-angle” 
turn before it can ?oW through a respective exit port. This 
results in a tendency for at least some of the particulates (i.e., 
sand) to by-pass the ports. This, in turn, causes the sand 
concentration of the carrier ?uid to build-up inside the shunt 
tube thereby adversely affecting the distribution of the 
gravel pack. In fracturing operations, at least a portion of any 
particles (e.g., sand) in the fracturing ?uid Will have the 
same tendency to by-pass the exit ports and build-up Within 
the delivery conduit of the tool. This results in a diluted 
fracturing ?uid (i.e., loWer concentration of sand) being 
delivered through the exit ports. Further, in order to maintain 
the proper pressures at each level along the tool and to 
prevent premature dehydration of the slurry, each of the exit 
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ports must be relatively small. Unfortunately, the small siZe 
(e. g., diameter) of the exit ports severely restricts the volume 
of fracturing ?uid, Which can be delivered to each fracturing 
level thereby further adversely affecting the fracturing 
operation. Too many holes Will provide too much leak-off 
from the shunts and reduce shunt ?uid velocities. Plugging 
of smaller shunt holes is also a problem. 

[0032] Thus, there are needs for improved methods and 
apparatus for completing Wells, including providing a sim 
pler, more cost-effective system that uses the alternate path 
or “bridging bypass” phenomenon to enhance gravel pack 
ing and fracturing operations. 

SUMMARY 

[0033] The present invention provides improved methods 
and apparatus for completing Wells, including gravel pack 
ing and frac packing operations, Which meet the needs 
described above and overcome the de?ciencies of the prior 
art. More speci?cally, the present invention provides an 
alternate-path, Well screen Without requiring that the alter 
nate paths (i.e., delivery or shunt tubes) on adjacent joints of 
screen be axially aligned or individually connected. This 
alloWs the joints to be made-up quickly Which speeds up the 
assembly and installation of the alternate-path, Well screen. 
The delivery tubes (as opposed to the relatively smaller 
shunt-tube perforations, in typical alternate-path Well 
screens) provide alternate ?oW paths for the sand-laden ?uid 
to reach the Well annulus, so larger volumes of ?uid can be 
delivered and premature dehydration of the slurry and/or 
sand build-up Within the tubes is inhibited. No structure 
projecting outside the screen such as shunt tubes is provided 
and therefore, there is no danger of the screen sticking to the 
Wellbore When the screen is loWered or lifted through the 
Wellbore. 

[0034] The improved methods basically comprise the 
steps of placing a sand screen (e.g., screens, screened pipes, 
slotted liners, prepacked screens, etc.) in the Wellbore adja 
cent the Zone to be completed, positioning an alternate 
?oWpath comprised of a plurality of blank (non-perforated) 
tube segments Which are open at both ends in the annulus 
betWeen the sand screen and the Wellbore, isolating the 
annulus betWeen the screen and the Wellbore in the Zone, and 
injecting particulate material into the annulus betWeen the 
sand screen and the Wellbore and into the Zone, Whereby the 
particulate material is uniformly packed into the annulus 
betWeen the sand screen and the Zone. As used herein, the 
terms “blank tubes” or “conduits” are used to de?ne a 

structure forming an elongated closed ?uid passageWay 
effectively having only tWo spaced opening points for ?oW 
into and out of the passageWay. The permeable pack of 
particulate material formed prevents the migration of for 
mation ?nes and sand With ?uids produced into the Wellbore 
from the unconsolidated Zone. 

[0035] The present alternate-path, Well screen is com 
prised of one or more basically identical screen joints (or 
“screen units”). A threaded coupling or the like is provided 
on either end of the base pipe of the screen joints to connect 
adjacent joints together. The improved Well screen has a 
cross-over sub or the like attached at its upper end Which, in 
turn, is connected to and suspended in the Wellbore by a 
Work string or tubing string. 

[0036] The alternate-paths (e.g., blank tube segments) are 
secured or otherWise provided on the external surface of the 
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screen for delivering a gravel slurry to the interval of the 
Wellbore being completed. The blank tubes extend in the 
axial direction of the screen disposed cylindrically at a 
predetermined interval in the circumferential direction of the 
screen. Each of the blank tubes extends only a portion of the 
length of the screen. The blank tubes are open at both ends 
and adapted to receive the gravel slurry as it reaches the 
apparatus and direct it to the interval. The upper and loWer 
ends of the blank tubes preferably have an arcuate or beveled 
shape. If a sand bridge forms in the annulus betWeen the 
sand screen and the Wellbore, the slurry is still free to ?oW 
through the blank tubes and out into the annulus through the 
loWer, open loWer ends of the blank tubes to complete the 
?lling of the annulus above and/or beloW the sand bridge. 
The use of the larger (in area) open, loWer ends of the 
delivery tubes to deliver the slurry to the Well annulus 
alleviates the problem of the relatively smaller exit ports 
along the length of a typical shunt tube often becoming 
blocked With sand prior to the completion of the operation. 

[0037] In some instances, it may be desirable to also 
include a protective shroud mounted over the sand screen 
and the associated multiple ?oWpaths (e.g., blank tubes) to 
protect the alternate ?oWpaths during installation of the Well 
screen. In such instances, the protective shroud has a plu 
rality of openings in the Wall thereof to alloW ?uid from the 
loWer, open ends of the blank tubes to ?oW through the 
shroud and into the Well annulus during a gravel pack 
operation and for ?uids to ?oW into the shroud and through 
the sand screen during production. 

[0038] The present methods can be combined With other 
techniques, such as prepacking, fracturing, chemical con 
solidation, etc. The methods may be applied at the time of 
completion or later in the Well’s life. The unconsolidated 
formation can be fractured prior to or during the injection of 
the particulate material into the unconsolidated producing 
Zone, and the particulate material can be deposited in the 
fractures as Well as in the annulus betWeen the sand screen 
and the Wellbore. 

[0039] The improved spacing methods and apparatus of 
this invention provide a simpler, more cost-effective system 
With multiple paths, so that a slurry can bypass any prema 
ture annulus bridges that form during gravel packing or frac 
packing and halt the packing process. The system may be 
used in long intervals and variable formations. 

[0040] Other and further objects, features and advantages 
of the present invention Will be readily apparent to those 
skilled in the art upon a reading of the description of 
preferred embodiments Which folloWs When taken in con 
junction With the accompanying draWings, in Which: 

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0041] FIG. 1 is a schematic vieW illustrating a Well 
screen structure embodying principles of the present inven 
tion located in an eccentric position Within a horiZontal 
open-hole Wellbore adjacent a subterranean Zone to be 
completed; 

[0042] FIG. 2 is a cross-sectional vieW of the con?gura 
tion of FIG. 1; 

[0043] FIG. 3 is a partial sectional vieW taken along line 
3-3 in FIG. 2, looking in the direction of the arroWs; 
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[0044] FIG. 4 is a partial sectional vieW of one embodi 
ment of a perforated shroud concentrically mounted over a 
sand screen having alternate ?oWpaths in accordance With 
the present invention; 

[0045] FIGS. 5A to 5D illustrate shrouds laid ?at prior to 
forming into a cylindrical shape With variations of con?gu 
rations of blank tubes in accordance With the present inven 
tion; 
[0046] FIG. 6 is an elevation vieW, partly in section, of a 
further embodiment of a Well tool having alternate ?oWpaths 
in accordance With the present invention; 

[0047] FIG. 7 is an elevation vieW, partly in section, of 
still another embodiment of a Well tool having alternate 
?oWpaths in accordance With the present invention; and 

[004s] 
ment. 

FIG. 8 is a detail vieW of an alternative embodi 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

[0049] The present invention provides improved methods 
and apparatus for completing, and optionally simultaneously 
fracture stimulating, a subterranean Zone penetrated by a 
Wellbore. The methods can be performed in either vertical or 
horiZontal Wellbores, and in “open-hole” and/or under 
reamed completions as Well as in cased Wells. If the method 
is to be carried out in a cased Wellbore, the casing is 
perforated to provide for ?uid communication With the Zone. 
The term “vertical Wellbore” is used herein to mean the 
portion of a Wellbore in an unconsolidated or poorly con 
solidated subterranean producing Zone to be completed 
Which is substantially vertical or deviated from vertical in an 
amount up to about 15°. The term “horiZontal Wellbore” is 
used herein to mean the portion of a Wellbore in an uncon 
solidated or poorly consolidated subterranean producing 
Zone to be completed, Which is substantially horiZontal, or at 
an angle from vertical in the range of from about 75° to 
about 105°. Since the present invention is applicable in 
horiZontal and inclined Wellbores, the terms “upper and 
loWer,”“top and bottom,” as used herein are relative terms 
and are intended to apply to the respective positions Within 
a particular Wellbore, While the term “levels” is meant to 
refer to respective spaced positions along the Wellbore. 

[0050] Referring more particularly to the draWings, FIG. 
1 illustrates a horiZontal open-hole Wellbore 10. The Well 
bore 10 eXtends into an unconsolidated subterranean Zone 12 
from a cased Wellbore extending to the surface. As men 
tioned, While Wellbore 10 is illustrated as a horiZontal 
open-hole completion it should be recogniZed that the 
present invention is also applicable to vertical-cased Well 
bores; e.g., as illustrated in US. Pat. No. 5,341,880, Which 
is incorporated herein by reference for all purposes. 

[0051] A sand screen assembly 21 is located inside Well 
bore 10. Sand screen 21 has a “cross-over” sub connected to 
its upper end, Which is suspended from the surface on a 
tubing or Work string (not shoWn). A packer 26 is attached 
to the crossover. The cross-over and packer 26 are conven 
tional gravel pack forming tools and are Well knoWn to those 
skilled in the art. The packer 26 is used to permit crossover 
during packing. The crossover provides channels for the 
circulation of proppant slurry to the outside of the screen 21 
and returns circulation of ?uid through the screen 21 and up 
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the Washpipe 40. The Washpipe 40 is attached to the gravel 
pack service tool and is run inside the screen 21. The 
Washpipe 40 is used to force ?uid to ?oW around the bottom 
of the screen 21. 

[0052] Sand screen assembly 21 may be of a single length 
or it may be comprised of a plurality of screen units 35 
Which are connected together With threaded couplings or the 
like (not shoWn). As shoWn, each of the screen units 35 is 
basically identical to each other and each is comprised of a 
perforated base pipe 36 having a continuous length of Wrap 
Wire 37 Wound thereon, Which forms a “screen section” 
therein. Metal ribs 38 are Welded longitudinally on the 
outside of the base pipe 36. Then the Wire ribbon 37 is 
Wrapped around the metal ribs 38 in a helical pattern. While 
base pipe 36 is shoWn as having a plurality of perforations 
39 therein, other types of permeable base pipes, e.g., slotted 
pipe, etc., can be used Without departing from the present 
invention. Each coil of the Wrap Wire 37 is slightly spaced 
from the adjacent coils to thereby form ?uid passageWays 
(not shoWn) betWeen the respective coils of Wire as is 
commonly done in many commercially-available, Wire 
Wrap screens. 

[0053] The term “screen” is used generically herein and is 
meant to include and cover all types of similar structures 
Which are commonly used in gravel pack Well completions 
Which permit ?oW of ?uids through the “screen” While 
blocking the ?oW of particulates (e.g., other commercially 
available screens; slotted or perforated liners or pipes; 
sintered-metal screens; sintered-siZed, mesh screens; 
screened pipes; pre-packed screens, radially-expandable 
screens and/or liners; or combinations thereof). 

[0054] Multiple ?oWpaths comprised of a plurality (?ve in 
the embodiment shoWn in FIG. 2) of blank (non-perforated) 
tube segments 30 are positioned about the external surface 
of screen 21. Blank tubes 30 can be attached to or positioned 
along the outer surface of the screen 21. As shoWn in the 
draWings, blank tubes 30 eXtend in the aXial direction of the 
screen 21 and are equidistantly provided in the circumfer 
ential direction of screen 21. Each of the blank tubes 30 
eXtends only a portion of the length of screen 21. The blank 
tubes 30 typically have parameters of about 3/8 inch to 1-inch 
ID and 4 to 20 feet in length. Blank tubes 30 may be of equal 
lengths (as shoWn) or they may be of different or varying 
lengths. Although the blank tubes 30 may be made of any 
pressure-resistant material, they are preferably made of 
stainless steel. 

[0055] The blank tubes 30 are open at their upper ends 34 
and loWer ends 33 to establish ?uid communication betWeen 
blank tubes 30 and the screen/Wellbore annulus. Although in 
the illustrated embodiments the blank tube openings are 
located at the tube ends, it is understood that one or more of 
the tWo openings could be spaced from the end. These 
openings are siZed to permit blank tubes 30 to receive the 
gravel slurry as it reaches the apparatus and direct the slurry 
to the interval of the Wellbore being completed. 

[0056] If desired, a protective shroud 20 can be concen 
trically mounted over the screen 21 and the blank tubes 30. 
If present, the perforated shroud 20 is of a diameter such that 
When it is disposed Within the Wellbore 10 an annulus 23 is 
formed betWeen it and the Wellbore 10. Perforated shroud 20 
has perforations or slots 24 Which can be circular as illus 
trated in the draWings, or they can be rectangular or other 
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shapes. Shroud hole size should be engineered based on the 
rheology of the carrier ?uid, the pump rate and production 
considerations. Generally, When circular slots are utiliZed 
they are at least 1A1 in. in diameter, and When rectangular slots 
are utiliZed they are at least 1A1 in. Wide by 1/2 in. long. 

[0057] Blank tubes 30 may be mounted internally on 
shroud 20 as shoWn in FIG. 2, or they may be mounted 
externally on shroud 20. HoWever, blank tubes 30 are 
preferably positioned Within shroud 20 to protect them from 
damage and abuse during handling and installation of the 
Well screen. Blank tubes 30 can also act as centraliZers for 
the screen 21 if they are installed inside shroud 20. The 
shroud 20 can protect the screen 21 When it is installed in the 
Wellbore, such as from invasion of mud cake or mechanical 
damage. The screen 21 Will then slide on the smooth surface 
of the shroud 20, instead of being dragged on the rugged 
Wellbore Wall, layered With mud cake. 

[0058] Blank tubes 30 can be round as shoWn in the 
draWings, or they can have other shapes, such as oval, 
square, rectangular, polygonal, etc. In some instances, round 
tubes are preferably used since it is easier and less expensive 
to manufacture round tubes and a round tube has a greater 
and more uniform burst strength than a comparable rectan 
gular tube. Blank tubes 30 can be separately formed, or the 
sand screen 21 (or slotted liner 20, if present) may be utiliZed 
as part of the structure constituting the blank tubes 30 so that 
material can be saved and the screen structure can be 
simpli?ed, and the Weight of the screen can be held at a 
minimum. The number of blank tubes 30 used can be one or 
more, but at least four are preferably used. 

[0059] Blank tubes 30 can be comprised of a variety of 
different con?gurations and/or arrangements. Blank tubes 30 
may be axially aligned (e.g. directly across from each other), 
or they may be offset. Blank tubes 30 can be con?gured, for 
example, in any combination of the arrangements shoWn in 
FIGS. 5A to 5D. In these ?gures, the shroud 20 is shoWn as 
a perforated sheet of material prior to rolling the sheet into 
a cylindrical or tubular shape. According to the present 
invention sheet material is formed into a cylindrical shape 
With edges 20a and 20b abutting and Welded together. It is 
anticipated that tubes 30 preferably are Welded to the 
sheet-forming shroud 20 before it is formed into a cylinder. 
In FIG. 5A, the tubes 30 are shoWn arranged in a parallel 
pattern With the respective upper and loWer ends 34 and 33 
of adjacent tubes aligned. If the blank tubes 30 are axially 
aligned their respective facing ends are spaced apart a 
sufficient distance to cause the slurry exiting one tube to mix 
With the surrounding material before entering the adjacent 
axially aligned tube. If blank tubes 30 are axially aligned, the 
facing end portions of each axially adjacent pair of blank 
tubes 30 are preferably spaced at least 1A1 inch apart. The 
axial spacing of the ends of the tubes 30 alloWs joints 42 
betWeen adjacent screen sections to be madeup (connected) 
Without necessity of connecting the axially spaced tubes 30 
(also see FIG. 1). The con?guration of FIG. 5A could be 
included With the patterns shoWn in FIGS. 5B-5E. In FIG. 
5B the ends of adjacent roWs of tubes 30 are staggered along 
the length of the sand screen. In FIG. 5B adjacent axial roWs 
of aligned tubes are axially spaced one half the length of the 
tubes. In FIG. 5C the tube ends are arranged in plural spiral 
patterns. In FIG. 5D the tubes are in a single spiral pattern. 
In FIG. 5E axially adjacent roWs of tubes are not axially 
aligned to thereby enhance mixing caused by ?uid exiting 
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one tube and entering the next adjacent tube. All these 
con?guration have in common the fact that the multiple 
axial ?oW paths are provided via a series of blank tubes 
(Without intermediate openings) With each tube extending 
only a portion of the length of the Zone to be treated. These 
features are believed to enhance gravel placement (e.g., 
more consistent How of slurry, including concentration of 
sand being delivered, larger volumes of ?uid, etc.) and 
screen assembly. 

[0060] The upper and loWer ends 34 and 33, respectively, 
of blank tubes 30 preferably have an arcuate or beveled 
shape. For example, in FIG. 6 the ends 34 and 33 of the 
tubes 30 are shoWn beveled at about 45 degrees. The tubes 
30 are shoWn attached to the inside of the perforated shroud 
20 and spaced from the outer surface of the screen 21. In 
FIG. 7 the tubes are beveled in the opposite direction. 
HoWever, While the ends of the blank tubes 30 may be 
arcuate or beveled, they are not limited to such shape. 

[0061] In FIG. 8 an alternate con?guration of the ends 34 
and 33 of axially spaced tubes 30 of FIG. 6 are shoWn in 
detail. The beveled discharge end 33 and beveled intake end 
34 are parallel to enhance mixing. The arroWs 44 are 
illustrative of How exiting end 33 and mixing With slurry via 
shroud perforations 24 to cause uniform distribution of 
gravel in annular space 23. 

[0062] The method of the present invention Will be 
described by reference to FIGS. 1-6. In operation, the 
improved Well screen is assembled and loWered into Well 
bore 10 on a Workstring 28 and is positioned adjacent 
formation 12. A packer such as packer 26 can be set to 
isolate the annulus 23 betWeen the perforated shroud 20 and 
the Wellbore 10 as Will be understood in the art. Gravel 
slurry shoWn as arroWs 44 is then pumped doWn the Work 
string 28, out through a crossover or the like (not shoWn), 
and into the annulus 22 betWeen sand screen 21 and shroud 
20. FloW continues into the annulus 23 betWeen shroud 20 
and the Wellbore 10 by Way of perforations 24 in shroud 20. 
The upper ends 34 of blank tubes 30 are open to receive How 
44 of the gravel slurry as it enters annulus 22. 

[0063] The ?uid portion of the gravel slurry ?oWing into 
the high permeability Zones of formation 12 can cause a 
bridge 32 of gravel to form in annular section 23, thus 
essentially halting ?uid ?oW through annular section 23. As 
soon as a gravel bridge 32 plugs annular section 23, the 
gravel slurry How 44 Will continue to How doWn through the 
blank tubes 30, bypassing the gravel bridge 32, and How out 
through the open ends 33 in blank tubes 30 beloW the gravel 
bridge 32, thereby alloWing further placement of gravel 
packing sand in the annular space 23 beloW the sand bridge 
32. The How of gravel slurry (shoWn as arroWs 44) is thus 
diverted around the gravel bridges until the entire interval in 
annular space 23 is gravel packed. 

[0064] Of course, for every sand siZe, hole angle, and 
slurry density relative to completion ?uid density, gel rhe 
ology, and shunt design, there is a minimum conduit design, 
?uid slurry velocity, and pumping rate, required to pack a 
given interval. 

[0065] Instead of injecting the gravel slurry doWn annular 
section 23 for packing, as described above, the slurry may 
alternatively be injected doWn the interior of the screen 21 
and up the annular space 23 to be packed in accordance With 
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gravel packing techniques known in the art. In another 
embodiment, all of the gravel or sand slurry may be pumped 
only through the blank tubes 30. The entire annular space 23 
can be packed using the tubes 30 to divert gravel pack slurry 
along the entire interval to be packed. 

[0066] The method of the present invention is also appli 
cable to placing a gravel pack in a cased and perforated Well 
drilled in an unconsolidated or poorly consolidated Zone. In 
this embodiment, the particulate material is caused to be 
uniformly packed in the perforations in the Wellbore and 
Within the annulus betWeen the sand screen and the casing. 
Positioning a conduit or plurality of conduits in the annulus 
betWeen the sand screen and the casing in accordance With 
the present invention provides separate ?oW paths to permit 
gravel pack slurry to bypass sand bridges Which might build 
up during gravel packing or frac packing and halt the 
packing process. 
[0067] A perforated shroud and sand screen assembly 
having multiple ?oWpaths in accordance With the present 
invention can be assembled from a ?at metal sheath With 
dimensions of desired circumference and length as in the 
perforated shroud. Perforations or holes of the desired siZe 
and density are punched or stamped on the metal sheath. 
Blank tubes are Welded to the metal sheath. The number of 
tubes can be one or more than one depending on the 

application and the siZes of the perforated shroud and screen. 
Both ends of the blank tubes are cut or shaped so that they 
have an arcuate or beveled shape. The perforated sheath is 
then rolled up With the blank tubes on the inside Wall to be 
Welded into a shroud. Of course, the assembly could be 
constructed in a variety of other Ways. 

[0068] The pattern of blank tubes placed on the perforated 
sheath and the shape of blank tube ends help prevent the risk 
of the sand control screens getting caught or damaged as 
they are inserted inside the perforated shroud. These blank 
tubes act as centraliZers for the sand control screen and 
provide additional integrity for the perforated shroud, if 
present. Since the blank tubes are not directly attached to the 
screens in this embodiment, How and How area through the 
screens are not obstructed, especially during production. 

[0069] Conventional sand control screens or premium 
screens, such as POROPLUSTM sintered-metal screens sold 

by Purolator Facet, Inc., Greensboro, NC, can be pre 
installed inside the perforated shroud, if present, before 
being brought to the Well site. The perforated shroud pro 
vides protection to the screen during transport. The screens 
also can be loWered into the Wellbore and inserted inside the 
perforated shroud in the conventional manner. The perfo 
rated shroud prevents the screen from contacting the forma 
tion Wall, minimiZing it from damage or plugging. 
[0070] The creation of one or more fractures in the uncon 
solidated subterranean Zone to be completed in order to 
stimulate the production of hydrocarbons therefrom is Well 
knoWn to those skilled in the art. The hydraulic fracturing 
process generally involves pumping a viscous liquid con 
taining suspended particulate material into the formation or 
Zone at a rate and pressure Whereby fractures are created 
therein. The continued pumping of the fracturing ?uid 
extends the fractures in the Zone and carries the particulate 
material into the fractures. The fractures are prevented from 
closing by the presence of the particulate material therein. 
[0071] The subterranean Zone to be completed can be 
fractured prior to or during the injection of the particulate 
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material into the Zone, i.e., the pumping of the carrier liquid 
containing the particulate material through the perforated 
shroud into the Zone. Upon the creation of one or more 
fractures, the particulate material can be pumped into the 
fractures as Well as into the perforations in the casing (for 
cased Wells) and into the annuli betWeen the sand screen and 
perforated shroud and betWeen the perforated shroud and the 
Wellbore. 

[0072] To further illustrate the present invention, and not 
by Way of limitation, the folloWing example is provided. 
FloW tests Were performed to verify the uniform packing of 
particulate material in the annulus betWeen a simulated 
Wellbore and sand screen. The tests Were performed using a 
?xture, Which included an acrylic casing for simulating a 
Wellbore. The acrylic casing had a 81/2 in.-ID and a total 
length of 40 ft. APOROPLUS198 sand screen Was installed 
inside the casing. The sand screen had an OD of 5.15 in. and 
a length of 38 ft. A Wash pipe With an OD of 31/2 in. Was 
inserted inside the screen. Aperforated shroud Was not used. 

[0073] Ahigh leak-off Zone in the casing Was simulated by 
a 2-foot massive leak-off ?oW cell. The leak-off Zone Was 
located about 12 ft. from the inlet. Water (no gel) Was used 
as the carrier ?uid and a gravel slurry of 20/40 mesh sand 
having a concentration of 1 lbm./gal. Was pumped into the 
?xture at a pump rate of about 3.5 barrels/min. Leakoff in the 
2-ft. massive leakoff section Was 50%. 

[0074] TWo ?oW tests Were performed to determine the 
packing performance of the ?xture. Baseline testing Was ?rst 
established to determine What the normal gravel packing 
procedure Would accomplish With excessive leakoff. Com 
parisons Were then available for use in analyZing the added 
packing ef?ciency provided by the blank tube, multiple path 
system. Characteristics of the comparison test Were the same 
as in the baseline case except for the addition of 1-inch OD 
PVC blank tube segments, 6 ft. in length, Which Were 
installed in the upper side of the Wellbore, across the 2-ft. 
massive leakoff section. Five axially spaced-apart series of 
conduits Were used, With the number of tubes in each series 
comprising 3 tubes, 3 tubes, 3 tubes (across the leakoff 
section), 2 tubes and 2 tubes, respectively (beginning at 
about the 6 foot location). The blank tubes in each series 
Were positioned equidistantly in the circumferential direc 
tion of the sand screen (With the upper and loWer ends of the 
tubes in each series equidistantly situated in the axial 
direction). The tubes in the adjacent 3-tube series, and the 
tubes in the adjacent 2-tube series, respectively, Were axially 
aligned, With the end portions of each axially adjacent pair 
of tubes being spaced about 1 inch apart. The runs Were 
made in a horiZontal position. 

[0075] In both tests, sand quickly packed around the 
screen and packed off the massive leak-off area Whereby 
sand bridges Were formed. HoWever, in the comparison test 
the sand slurry ?oWed through the conduits, bypassed the 
bridged areas and completely ?lled the voids resulting in a 
complete sand pack throughout the annulus betWeen the 
sand screen and the casing. In the baseline test, the beta 
Wave started at betWeen the 16 and 17 ft. location. In the 
comparison test, the beta Wave started at the 33 to 34 ft. 
location. Further, it Was observed in the comparison test, that 
eddy currents Were created betWeen the (facing) ends of 
axially adjacent pairs of (axially-aligned) blank tubes 
enhancing the effectiveness of the present invention. 
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[0076] Observations in experiments also showed that an 
eccentric position of the screen assembly Within the Well 
bore allows a more steady and even placement of gravel 
Within the annulus as compared to a concentric position. In 
the concentric position (e.g., by means of centraliZers), it 
Was observed that the sand slurry Was free to How under 
neath the centraliZed tubing, causing more turbulence and 
erosion on the gravel that had been placed in the alpha Wave 
(i.e., forWard direction of gravel placement). With the con 
ventional alpha/beta gravel placement in Which the screen 
assembly is concentric With respect to the Well bore, only 
about 50 to 70% of the screen diameter is covered With 
gravel bed height during the alpha Wave, With the rest to be 
covered by the gravel during the beta Wave (i.e., backWard 
direction). HoWever, if any premature bridging occurs, the 
beta Wave cannot be successfully established, leaving the 
rest of the screen unpacked. In contrast, With the eccentric 
position the gravel bed can cover close to or more than 100% 
of the screen diameter during the alpha Wave alone. Besides 
a steady placement of gravel during the alpha Wave, the 
eccentric position provides additional space for the gravel 
placement during the beta Wave. 

[0077] Thus, the present invention is Well adapted to carry 
out the objects and attain the ends and advantages mentioned 
as Well as those Which are inherent therein. Of course, the 
invention does not require that all the advantageous features 
and all the advantages need to be incorporated into every 
embodiment of the invention. While numerous changes may 
be made by those skilled in the art, such changes are 
included in the spirit of this invention as de?ned by the 
appended claims. The invention is not limited to the speci?c 
structures and variations disclosed but Will permit obvious 
variations Within the scope of the invention as de?ned by the 
claims herein. 

1. Apparatus for treating an interval of a Wellbore, said 
apparatus comprising: 

a sand screen adapted to be connected to the loWer end of 
a Workstring; and 

delivery means on the external surface of said sand screen 
for delivering a particulate-containing ?uid suspension 
to different axial portions of said interval When said 
apparatus is in an operable position Within said Well 
bore. 

2. The apparatus of claim 1 Wherein said delivery means 
comprises: 

a plurality of blank conduits extending longitudinally 
along said external surface of said screen each of said 
conduits extending only a portion of the length of said 
interval and, at least one of said conduits having a 
loWer end that terminates at a different level Within said 
interval than the others. 

3. The apparatus of claim 1 Wherein said delivery means 
comprises: 

a plurality of blank conduits extending longitudinally 
along said external surface of said screen each of said 
conduits extending only a portion of the length of said 
interval and, at least one of said conduits having an 
upper end positioned at a different level Within said 
interval than the others. 
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4. The apparatus of claim 1 including: 

a shroud surrounding said sand screen and said delivery 
means, said shroud having a plurality of openings in the 
Wall thereof. 

5. The apparatus of claim 1 including: 

a cross-over connected to the upper end of said screen, 
said cross-over having outlet ports therein; and 

a packer attached to said cross-over. 
6. Apparatus for gravel packing an interval of a Wellbore 

by supplying a gravel bearing slurry, said apparatus com 
prising: 

a sand screen adapted to be connected to the loWer end of 
a Workstring; and 

a plurality of blank tubes With the tube ends axially spaced 
on the external surface of the sand screen for selec 
tively delivering gravel slurry at a plurality of spaced 
axial locations of said interval When said apparatus is in 
an operable position Within said Wellbore. 

7. The apparatus of claim 6 Wherein said delivery means 
comprises: 

a plurality of blank conduits extending longitudinally 
along said external surface of said screen, at least one 
of said conduits having a loWer end that terminates at 
a different level Within said interval than the others. 

8. The apparatus of claim 6 Wherein said delivery means 
comprises: 

a plurality of blank conduits extending longitudinally 
along said external surface of said screen, at least one 
of said conduits having an upper end positioned at a 
different level Within said interval than the others. 

9. The apparatus of claim 6 including a shroud surround 
ing said sand screen and covering said blank tubes, said 
shroud having a plurality of openings in the Wall thereof. 

10. The apparatus of claim 6 Wherein at least one pair of 
said blank tubes are substantially coaxially disposed in a 
spaced-apart, end-to-end orientation. 

11. The apparatus of claim 6 Wherein said blank tube ends 
have a beveled or arcuate shape. 

12. The apparatus of claim 6 including: 

a cross-over connected to the upper end of said screen, 
said cross-over having outlet ports therein; and 

a packer attached to said cross-over. 
13. An improved method of completing a subterranean 

Zone subject to migration of particulates With the produced 
?uids penetrated by a Wellbore comprising the steps of: 

(a) placing in the Wellbore in the Zone a perforated liner 
having openings therein; 

(b) placing a sand screen in said liner Whereby a ?rst 
annulus is formed betWeen said sand screen and said 
perforated liner and a second annulus is formed 
betWeen said perforated liner and said Wellbore; 

(c) positioning in said ?rst annulus a plurality of blank 
conduits each having their ends open to ?uids, at least 
one of said conduits having an end that terminates at a 
different level Within the Zone than the ends of one 
other conduit; 

(d) isolating said second annulus; and 
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(e) injecting treatment particulate material into said ?rst 
annulus, into said conduit and into said second annulus 
by Way of the openings in said perforated liner, 
Whereby the particulate material is uniformly packed in 
said ?rst and second annuli and the migration of 
particulates With ?uids produced into said Wellbore 
from the Zone is prevented upon subsequent production 
of ?uids from the Zone. 

14. The method of claim 13 Wherein said particulate 
treatment material is sand or manmade proppant. 

15. The method of claim 13 Wherein said Wellbore in said 
subterranean Zone is open-hole. 

16. The method of claim 13 Wherein said Wellbore in said 
subterranean Zone has the casing cemented therein With 
perforations formed through the casing and cement. 

17. The method of claim 13 Wherein said second annulus 
is isolated in accordance With the isolating step by setting a 
packer in said Wellbore. 

18. The method of claim 13 Wherein said Wellbore in said 
Zone is horiZontal. 

19. The method of claim 13, Which further comprises the 
step of creating at least one fracture in said subterranean 
Zone prior to or While carrying out the injecting step. 

20. The method of claim 13 Wherein said perforated liner 
and said sand screen are placed in an eccentric position 
Within said Wellbore. 

21. An improved method of completing a subterranean 
Zone subject to migration of particulates With produced 
?uids penetrated by a Wellbore, comprising the steps of: 

(a) placing in a said Wellbore in the Zone a perforated liner 
having an internal screen disposed therein Whereby a 
?rst annulus is formed betWeen said screen and said 
perforated liner and a second annulus is formed 
betWeen said perforated liner and said Wellbore; 

(b) positioning a plurality of blank conduits each having 
ends open to ?uids, at least one of said conduits having 
an end that terminates at a different level Within the 
Zone than at least one of the other conduits; 

(c) isolating said second annulus; 

(d) pumping a slurry of particulate material into said ?rst 
annulus into said conduits and into said second annulus 
by Way of the openings in said perforated liner, 
Whereby the particulate material is uniformly packed in 
said ?rst and second annuli and the migration of 
formation particulates With ?uids ?oWing into said 
Wellbore from the Zone is prevented upon ?oWing of 
?uids from said subterranean Zone; and 

(e) ?oWing ?uids from the Zone and into said Wellbore. 
22. The method of claim 21, Which further comprises the 

step of creating at least one fracture in said subterranean 
Zone. 

23. The method of claim 21 Wherein at least one pair of 
said conduits are substantially axially aligned in a spaced 
apart, end-to-end orientation. 

24. The apparatus of claim 21 Wherein said conduit ends 
have a beveled or arcuate shape. 

25. An assembly for completing a subterranean Zone 
penetrated by a Wellbore comprising: 

a perforated liner; 

a screen disposed Within the liner Whereby an annulus is 
formed betWeen said screen and said liner; 
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at least one blank conduit in said annulus having upper 
and loWer ends open to ?uids; 

a cross-over adapted to be attached to a production string 
attached to said perforated liner and sand screen; and 

a production packer attached to said crossover. 
26. A method for gravel packing a Well that penetrates a 

subterranean oil or gas reservoir, comprising: 

(a) providing a borehole casing in said reservoir; 

(b) perforating said casing at preselected intervals in said 
reservoir to form at least one set of longitudinal, 
perforation tunnels adjacent a substantial portion of 
said reservoir; 

(c) locating a screen inside the casing and in juxtaposition 
With said perforation tunnels, an annulus being formed 
betWeen said screen and said casing; 

(d) positioning in said annulus a plurality of conduits each 
extending only a portion of the length of said screen 
and having their upper and loWer ends open to ?uids to 
establish ?uid communication betWeen the conduits 
and said annulus, at least one of said conduits having an 
end that terminates at a different location Within said 
reservoir than at least one other conduit; 

(e) injecting a ?uid slurry containing gravel doWn through 
said annulus and conduits Whereby the ?uid portion of 
the slurry is forced out of said annulus through said 
perforation tunnels into said reservoir and the gravel 
portion of the slurry is deposited in said annulus and 
forced into the perforation tunnels in the reservoir; 

(f) siZing the cross-sectional area of said conduits and 
annulus so that if gravel forms a bridge in a portion of 
said annulus thereby blocking the ?oW of ?uid slurry 
through the said annulus, ?uid slurry containing gravel 
Will continue to ?oW through the conduits and into the 
annulus around the gravel bridge; and 

(g) terminating the injection of said ?uid slurry containing 
gravel When the said annulus is completely packed With 
gravel. 

27. A method for gravel packing a Well that penetrates a 
subterranean oil or gas reservoir, comprising: 

(a) providing a borehole casing through said reservoir; 

(b) perforating said casing at preselected intervals there 
along to form at least one set of longitudinal, perfora 
tion tunnels adjacent a substantial portion of said 
reservoir; 

(c) locating a sand screen inside the casing and in juxta 
position With said perforation tunnels, an annulus being 
formed betWeen said sand screen and said casing; 

(d) positioning in juxtaposition With said sand screen a 
plurality of conduits each extending only a portion of 
the length of said screen and having their upper and 
loWer ends open to ?uids to establish ?uid communi 
cation betWeen the conduits and said annulus, at least 
one of said conduits having a loWer end that terminates 
at a different level Within said reservoir than the others; 

(e) injecting a ?uid slurry containing gravel doWn the Well 
and up through said annulus and conduits Whereby the 
?uid portion of the slurry is forced out of said annulus 
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through said perforation tunnels into said reservoir and 
the gravel portion of the slurry is deposited in said 
annulus and forced into the perforation tunnels into the 
formation; 

(f) sizing the cross-sectional area of said conduits and 
annulus so that if gravel forms a bridge in a portion of 
said annulus thereby blocking the ?oW of ?uid slurry 
through the said annulus, ?uid slurry containing gravel 
Will continue to ?oW through the conduits and into the 
annulus around the gravel bridge; and 

(g) terminating the injection of said ?uid slurry containing 
gravel When the said annulus is completely packed With 
gravel. 

28. A method for gravel packing a Well that penetrates a 
subterranean oil or gas reservoir, comprising: 

(a) providing a Wellbore in said reservoir; 

(b) locating a screen inside the Wellbore, an annulus being 
formed betWeen said screen and said Wellbore; 

(c) positioning a plurality of blank conduits in said 
annulus, each conduit having its ends open to ?uids to 
establish ?uid communication between the conduit and 
said annulus, at least one of said conduits having an end 
that terminates at a different level Within said reservoir 
than the end of at least one other of said conduits. 

(d) injecting a ?uid slurry containing gravel doWn through 
said annulus and conduits Whereby the ?uid portion of 
the slurry is forced out of said annulus into said 
reservoir and the gravel portion of the slurry is depos 
ited in said annulus; 

(e) siZing the cross-sectional area of said conduits and 
annulus so that if gravel forms a bridge in a portion of 
said annulus thereby blocking the ?oW of ?uid slurry 
through the said annulus, ?uid slurry containing gravel 
Will continue to ?oW through the conduits and into the 
annulus around the gravel bridge; and 

(f) terminating the injection of said ?uid slurry containing 
gravel When the said annulus is completely packed With 
gravel. 

29. A method for gravel packing a Well that penetrates a 
subterranean oil or gas reservoir, comprising: 

(a) providing a Wellbore in said reservoir; 

(b) locating a screen inside the Wellbore, an annulus being 
formed betWeen said screen and said Wellbore; 

(c) positioning a plurality of blank conduits in said 
annulus, each conduit having its ends open to ?uids to 
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establish ?uid communication between the conduit and 
said annulus, at least one of said conduits having an end 
that terminates at a different level Within said reservoir 
than the end of at least one other of said conduits. 

(d) injecting a ?uid slurry containing gravel doWn the Well 
and up through said annulus and conduits Whereby the 
?uid portion of the slurry is forced out of said annulus 
into said reservoir and the gravel portion of the slurry 
is deposited in said annulus; 

(e) siZing the cross-sectional area of said conduits and 
annulus so that if gravel forms a bridge in a portion of 
said annulus thereby blocking the ?oW of ?uid slurry 
through the said annulus, ?uid slurry containing gravel 
Will continue to ?oW through the conduits and into the 
annulus around the gravel bridge; and 

(f) terminating the injection of said ?uid slurry containing 
gravel When the said annulus is completely packed With 
gravel. 

30. A Well screen comprising: 

at least one upper and one loWer screen joints, each of said 
joints having basically the same construction and each 
comprising: 

a perrneable section adapted to alloW the ?oW of ?uid 
therethrough While blocking the ?oW of particulates 
therethrough; 

a plurality of blank conduits, each of said conduits extend 
ing along a portion of the length of said joint and being 
open at both its upper and loWer ends; and 

means for connecting the loWer end of said upper screen 
joint to the upper end of said loWer screen joint. 

31. The Well screen of claim 30 Wherein each of said 
screen joints includes: 

a shroud surrounding said perrneable section and covering 
said conduits, said shroud having a plurality of open 
ings in the Wall thereof. 

32. A Well tool for delivering a ?uid to a level Within a 
Wellbore, said Well tool comprising: 

a plurality of conduits each of said conduits adapted to be 
?uidly connected to the loWer end of a Workstring and 
having an inlet and an outlet spaced aXially along said 
conduit Whereby said outlet Will lie adjacent said level 
When said Well tool is in an operable position Within 
said Wellbore. 


